Performance evaluation and assessment of receiver impairments of a novel PolSK transceiver based on differential demodulation.
We present a novel transceiver setup for Polarization Shift Keying (PolSK) modulation using a simple transmitter and a receiver based on differential demodulation. The transmitter is made up of a LiNbO(3) phase modulator with the input fiber pigtailed at 45 degrees with respect to the principal axes of the modulator. The receiver is composed of an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (AMZI) and a couple of balanced photodetectors (BPD), as usually employed for receiving DPSK. To our knowledge, it is the first time such receiver structure is applied to PolSK. In order to fully assess the system performance of the proposed setup, we have carried out numerical simulations using a semi-analytical technique for bit-error-rate evaluation and performed experimental measurements at 10 Gbit/s. After having optimized transceiver performances, we evaluated the resilience to receiver impairments to verify the viability of a realistic implementation. Surprisingly, PolSK shows a better sensitivity using a single-end receiver (with the AMZI tuned at the minimum transmittance point) than using a balanced one. Another improvement has been obtained optimizing the driving voltage at the transmitter: this leads to a "non-ideal" PolSK modulation with non-orthogonal symbols, which shows an enhanced performance thanks to a synchronous phase modulation.